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The effects of Brønsted acid strength and pore confinement on the Beckmann rearrangement (BR) reaction over solid acid 

catalysts have been explored. With the help of catalytic evaluation experiments, it is demonstrated that oximes with dif-

ferent size (cyclohexanone oxime and acetoxime) exhibit quite different BR reactivity dependence on the acid strength 

over microporous and mesoporous zeolites. In order to reveal the origin of such a difference, electronic structure 

calculations and kinetic analysis were performed. It’s theoretically found that the confinement effect from microporous 

zeolite framework has more significant influence on the rate-determination step of BR reaction when the oxime reactant is 

well-confined inside the microporous voids, which in return controls the BR reactivity.

 Introduction  

Beckmann rearrangement (BR) reaction is a typical acid- 

catalyzed reaction to convert oxime to amide, and one of its 

most successfully commercialized applications is the 

conversion of cyclohexanone oxime to ε-caprolactam which is 

a valuable feedstock in the production of Nylon-6 and other 

resins. Conventionally, strong liquid acids, such as 

concentrated oleum and sulfuric acid, are utilized for the BR 

reaction and they exhibit relatively higher activity toward the 

reaction compared with weak liquid acids1. Solid acid catalysts 

(i.e., zeolites, metal oxides, and heteropoly acids etc) are of 

great interest due to their environmentally friendly properties, 

and they have been extensively used in the BR reaction in the 

past decades as well2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Compared to the liquid acids, 

the non-corrosive solid acid catalysts are easier to recycle and 

don’t emit harmful gas or waste during the catalytic process8, 9, 

10, 11. Therefore, the BR reaction over solid acid catalysts has 

been the subject of intense research from both the 

fundamental studies and industrial applications.12, 13, 14, 15  

Different from the liquid acid-catalyzed BR reaction where 

stronger acid favours its catalytic performance, how the acid 

strength influences the BR reactivity is still elusive for solid acid 

catalysts. For amorphous metal oxide catalysts, it was found 

that strong Brønsted acid sites facilitate the BR reaction. For 

example, Reddy and Mao demonstrated that boria catalysts 

supported on a titania-zirconia complex oxide (having strong 

acid sites) exhibit a higher BR catalytic performance in 

comparison with boria catalysts supported on a titania or 

zirconia oxide (having weak acid sites)13, 16. Similarly, excellent 

conversion and selectivity were achieved in the BR reaction of 

cyclohexanone oxime over mesoporous zeolites with strong 

acid sites. Compared with the weakly acidic Al-SBA-15 and Al-

MCM-41 mesoporous zeolites, it was revealed that the BR 

reactivity was considerably enhanced after modification of the 

mesoporous catalysts with strong sulphonic-acid groups17, 18, 

19. However, for microporous zeolite catalysts, many 

experimental results have demonstrated that weak acid sites 

are responsible for the high BR reactivity of cyclohexanone 

oxime20, 21. For example, Fois and his coworkers found by using 

IR spectroscopy that although both weakly acidic silanols in 

silicalite-1 and strong acidic bridging hydroxyl groups in zeolite 

H-ZSM-5 could catalyze the BR reaction of cyclohexanone 

oxime, the reaction at the weak acidic sites has a much lower 

activation barrier through a mechanism not involving a 

protonated intermediate20. Raja et al have also illustrated that 

weaker acidities of MgSiAlPO-5 molecular sieve will result in 

considerably superior performance for the cyclohexanone 

oxime BR reaction than the relatively stronger acidic MgAlPO-5 

catalyst.22 Obviously, solid acid catalysts with different 

framework structures (such as microprous and mesoporous 

zeolites) exhibit quite different BR activity upon the acid 

strength.  

In order to gain insight into the influence of Brønsted acid 

strength on the BR catalytic performances, we used catalytic 

experiments and DFT calculations to explore the reactions of 

oxime with different molecular size (cyclohexanone oxime and 

acetoxime) on solid acid catalysts with different pore size 

(microporous ZSM-5 and mesoporous MCM-41 zeolites) and 
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varied acid strength (Si-, B-, and Al-substituted microporous 

and mesoporous zeolites with a successively increased acid 

strength21). We found experimentally that cyclohexanone 

oxime and acetoxime show quite different BR reactivity 

dependence on the acid strength over microporous and 

mesoporous zeolites. Furthermore, theoretical calculations 

have revealed that the pore confinement effect from the 

zeolite framework has a more significant influence on the rate-

determination step of BR reaction when the oxime reactant is 

well-confined inside the microporous voids, which in return 

determines the catalytic performance.  

Catalytic experiments  

The BR reactions of cyclohexanone oxime and acetoxime were 

carried out under atmospheric pressure in a quartz tube reactor (8 

mm i.d. and 600 mm length). The catalyst (0.4 g, 20−40 mesh size) 

was loaded in the reactor and subjected to activation in a nitrogen 

stream at 683 K (for cyclohexanone oxime) and 703 K (for 

acetoxime) for 0.5 h. Then, the catalyst was regulated to a selected 

temperature for reaction. Firstly a solution of cyclohexanone oxime 

or acetoxime in ethanol (15 wt. %) was injected using a syringe 

pump under a nitrogen flow (25 mL min-1). The weight hourly space 

velocities (WHSV) of cyclohexanone oxime and acetoxime are both 

3.5 h-1. The products and remaining reactants were collected with 

an ice/water trap, and were analyzed by gas chromatography 

(Shimadzu 2014) equipped with a DM-WAX capillary column (30 m 

× 0.25 mm × 0.25 mm) and a FID detector.  

Theoretical calculations 

It is well-accepted that the Beckmann rearrangement reaction is a 

typical Brønsted acid-catalyzed reaction 13, 14, 21, 23, 24. In the 

presence of Lewis acid (such as extra-framework Al species) in 

zeolites, its synergy with the Brønsted acid will lead to an enhanced 

acid strength of Brønsted acid25. Therefore, the effect of Lewis acid 

sites on the BR reaction was not taken into account in this work. 

The Brønsted acidity could be mimicked by tuning the terminal Si–H 

bonds of zeolite models in theoretical calculation26, 27, 28. An 8T 

HZSM–5 cluster model with different terminal Si–H bond length to 

represent a series isolated acid sites with different acid strengths. 

It’s noteworthy that the confinement effect derived from the 

microporous zeolite was not taken into account for this simplified 

8T cluster, therefore, such models can be used to represent the 

acidic properties of mesoporous zeolites (such as MCM-41 and SBA-

15) or amorphous metal oxides. In the calculations, the 8T model 

was cut out of the crystallographic structure of H-ZSM-5 zeolite29, 

and the Al12–O24H–Si12 site was used to represent the Brønsted 

acid site. All terminal hydrogen atoms in the calculated cluster were 

defined to locate at a distance rSi-H away from the corresponding 

silicons during calculations, so that each Si–H bond is oriented along 

the direction toward the neighboring oxygen atom. As such, 

Brønsted acid sites with different acidic strengths can readily be 

represented by varying the rSi-H value in the 8T cluster model. The 

calculations were performed using ωB97XD hybrid density function 

with 6-31G(d, p) basis sets. The boundary SiH3 groups of the cluster 

model were fixed, while other atoms of the acid site model and the 

organic fragment were allowed to relax during the structure 

optimizations. In the calculation, the activation barrier (Eact) is 

calculated as the energy difference between the absorption 

complex and transition state of the guest–host systems, i.e., Eact = 

ETS −Eads.  

H-ZSM-5 zeolite with complete pore structure is used as a model to 

investigate the influence of the zeolite framework on the reactivity 

of the Beckmann rearrangement reaction. An extended 72T cluster 

model consisting of a complete 10-MR channel and one Brønsted 

acid site (see Figure 1) was adopted to represent the H-ZSM-5 

zeolite, and the reliability has been confirmed by the agreement of 

the adsorption structure and energies predicted by such 72T model 

and the experimental results of pyridine molecules trapped inside 

the zeolite H-ZSM-5 30. The structure parameters adopted during 

the calculations were extracted from the crystallographic structural 

data of ZSM-529 . The terminal Si–H was fixed at a bond length of 

1.47 Å, oriented along the direction of the corresponding Si–O bond. 

The combined theoretical model, namely ONIOM (ωB97XD/6-

31G(d,p):MNDO) was applied to predict the geometries of various 

adsorption structures and transition states. To preserve the 

integrity of the zeolite structure during the structure optimizations, 

only the (SiO)3–Si–OH–Al–(SiO)3 activated center and adsorbed 

molecules in the high-level layer are relaxed while the rest of atoms 

are fixed at their crystallographic locations. In order to obtain 

accurate energy data, the single point energies calculations were 

further refined at the level of ωB97XD /6-31G(d, p). All the 

geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed 

using the Gaussian 09 package 31. 

For visualizing the noncovalent interactions between the 

adsorbed organic species and the zeolite pore, the noncovalent 

interaction index approach, developed by Yang et al.32, was 

adopted. In this approach, the reduced density gradient (RDG), 

defined as s= (1/(2(3π2)1/3))((|∆ρ(r)|)/(ρ(r)4/3)), together with the 

electron density ρ, was used to distinguish the covalent and 

noncovalent interactions. The noncovalent interactions locate in 

the regions with low density and low RDG. The sign of the second 

largest eigenvalue (λ2) of the electron density Hessian can be used 

to distinguish bonded (λ2 < 0) from nonbonded (λ2 > 0) interactions. 

Figure 1 Representation of zeolite H-ZSM-5 framework 
structure by a 72T cluster model (viewing along the [1 
0 0] direction). The 8T cluster represented as ball and 
stick view was treated as the high-layer atoms during 
the ONIOM calculations.
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The analysis of the sigh of λ2 can help to discern different types of 

noncovalent interactions: (sign(λ2)ρ < 0, H-bonding interaction; 

sign(λ2)ρ≈0, weak van der Waals (vdW) interaction and sign(λ2)ρ > 0, 

strong repulsive interaction). To exhibit the intermolecular 

noncovalent interaction between the adsorbed organic fragment 

and the zeolite framework more obviously, the intramolecular 

interactions are eliminated for the calculated RDG function. The 

functions RDG and sign(λ2)ρ were calculated with the Multiwfn 

software33.  

Result and discussion  

Catalytic Experiments of BR reaction on zeolites with different 

compositions 

It was demonstrated that the acid strength of microporous 

ZSM-5 zeolites with different compositions follows the order: 

Al-ZSM-5>B-ZSM-5>Si-ZSM-521, and the similar order was 

observed for the mesoporous MCM-41 samples 34, 35. Figure 2 

shows oxime conversions as a function of time on stream at 1 

h-1 WHSV over MFI-type and MCM-14-type zeolites with 

different compositions. The textural properties of zeolites and 

the corresponding catalytic data were listed in Table S1 and 

Table 1 respectively. When the BR reaction of cyclohexanone 

oxime was carried out at 633 K, Si-ZSM-5 with the weakest 

strength (solely having silanol group) shows the highest 

conversion among the three MFI-type zeolites, and the lowest 

conversion is observable for Al-ZSM-5 with the strongest acid 

strength (having Brønsted acid site, SiOHAl) (Figure 2a). The 

decreased conversion of oxime with the increase of acid 

strength demonstrates that weak acid could facilitate the 

cyclohexanone oxime conversion over the ZSM-5 zeolites. In 

addition, the caprolactam selectivity also exhibits a similar 

trend towards acid strength, which follows the order: Si-ZSM-5 

> B-ZSM-5 > Al-ZSM-5 (see Figure S1a and Table 1). However, 

when the BR reaction of cyclohexanone oxime occurs on 

MCM-41-type mesoporous zeolites, the strongest acidic Al-

MCM-41 shows the highest conversion and selectivity (see 

Figures 2c and S1c), while the weakest acidic Si-MCM-41 

exhibits the lowest conversion and selectivity, which is quite 

different from the trend of microporous MFI-type zeolites. 

The catalytic performance of small acetoxime over ZSM-5 was 

evaluated at 653 K as well. In contrast to cyclohexanone oxime 

 
Figure 2. Conversion of cyclohexanone oxime (a,c) and 
acetoxime (b，d)  as a function of time on stream in BR 
reaction over MFI-type (a, b) and MCM-14-type (c, d) 
zeolites with varied acid strengths at 633 K (for 
cyclohexanone oxime) and 653 K (for acetoxime). 

 
 

 

 
Table 1. A  summary of Beckman rearrangement reaction of cyclohexanone oxime and acetoxime on ZSM-5 and MCM-
41 catalysts with different compositions.  

No. Cat. Si/B or Si/Al ratio Cyclohexanone oxime rearrangement (%) a Acetoxime rearrangement b 

   conv. lactam sel. conv. lactam sel. 

1 Si-ZSM-5 ∞ 99.4 96.2 27.8 86.4 

2 B-ZSM-5 28 95.3 93.1 65.4 82.1 

3 Al-ZSM-5 29 90.9 87.3 84.8 71.6 

4 Si-MCM-41 ∞ 9.8 50. 7 27.6 c 72.4 c 

5 B-MCM-41 27 13.4 47.2 57.2 c 66.3 c 

6 Al-MCM-41 29 93. 0 78.7 65.4 74.3 

 
a Evaluated at 633 K, TOS = 1 h. 
b Evaluated at 653 K, TOS = 1 h. 
c Evaluated at 733 K, TOS = 1 h. Si-MCM-41 and B-MCM-41 were almost inactive at 653 K for acetoxime 
rearrangement. 
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where the most excellent reactivity is achieved over the 

weakest acidic Si-ZSM-5, the strongest acidic Al-ZSM-5 shows 

the highest acetoxime conversion (Figure 2b) and amide 

selectivity (Figure S1b), while the lowest conversion and amide 

selectivity are observable over the Si-ZSM-5 zeolite. This 

experimental result clearly indicates that strong acid could 

considerably promote the acetoxime conversion over MFI-type 

zeolites. It is noteworthy that although the BR reaction of 

acetoxime can occur on Al-MCM-41 at 653 K, Si- and B-

substituted MCM-41 zeolites are almost inactive for the 

reaction under the same reaction condition (Figure 2d). When 

the reaction temperature was raised to 733 K, the  Si- and B-

substituted MCM-41 zeolites are active for the acetoxime BR 

reaction with the latter having a much higher acetoxime 

conversion (see Table 1). 

On the basis of the aforementioned catalytic experiments, it’s 

revealed that a stronger acid site leads to a higher BR reactivity 

for both acetoxime and cyclohexanone oxime in mesoporous 

MCM-41 zeolites, and for acetoxime in microporous ZSM-5 

zeolites. However, a distinct result is obtained for the 

cyclohexanone oxime BR reaction over ZSM-5 zeolites that the 

most excellent reactivity is achieved over the weakest acidic Si-

ZSM-5. Apparently, the acid strength is not the sole factor to 

determine the BR reactivity. Indeed, the most obvious 

difference between ZSM-5 and MCM-41 is their pore 

dimension size. Compared to ZSM-5 with a pore channel of ca. 

0.55 nm, MCM-41 used here has a much larger pore dimension 

(2.6 nm). Since the molecular size of cyclohexanone oxime is 

comparable to the pore size of ZSM-5 but much smaller than 

that of MCM-41. Therefore, apart from the acid strength of 

zeolites, the pore confinement effect may be another key 

factor to determine the BR reactivity.  

 

Theoretical investigations of the influence of Brønsted acid 

strength on the catalytic performance of BR Reaction 

DFT theoretical calculation is a powerful approach to 

investigate the local structure and reaction mechanism of 

zeolite catalysts36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42. An 8T cluster model with 

varied Brønsted acid strength (from weak, medium-strong, and 

strong to superacid, which is evaluated by its deprotonation 

energy, DPE) was used to explore the influences of Brønsted 

acid strength on the BR reaction26, 27, 28. It’s noteworthy that 

such a simplified 8T model can solely represent the local 

structure and the acid strength of acid sites, but no 

confinement effect imposed by the pore structure of catalysts 

is taken into account.  

The commonly mechanism of Beckmann reaction contains 

three element steps (see scheme 1): (1), 1,2-H shift step 

involves the transfer of the acidic proton H1 of catalysts from 

N-ended site to O-ended site; (2) rearrangement step 

corresponds to the migration of the R2 group to the N atom 

and the binding of H2O to the C atom; (3) tautomerization step 

involves the transfer of a H atom from the OH group to N 

atom43. The transition state (TS) structure and activation 

barrier of BR reaction of the two oximes on the acidic protons 

with varied acid strength are shown in Figure S3-S7 and Table 

S2-S3, and Figure 3 displays the dependences of calculated 

activation barriers of the three element steps on the acid 

strength. 

It can be seen from Figure 3a that increasing the acid strength 

from weak (DPE=319 kcal/mol) to mediate strong acid 

(DPE=276 kcal/mol, which is similar to the acid strength of 

H6CoW12O40 heteropoly acid44), the rearrangement reaction 

(step 2) is the  rate-determination step with an activation 

barrier being dramatically decreased from 38.9 to 25.7 

kcal/mol, indicating that the BR reactivity could be linearly 

enhanced in this acid strength range. However, as the acid 

strength is further increased to stronger acid range (DPE < 276 

kcal/mol), the reaction rate is determined by the 1, 2-H shift 

step (step 1), and the activation barrier of this step is gradually 

increased with the increase of acid strength. When the acid 

strength is increased to super acidity (DPE=253.5 kcal/mol, 

being similar to the acid strength of H3PW12O40 heteropoly acid  

with a DPE of 259 kcal/mol)44, the activation barrier of 1, 2-H 

shift step goes up to 34.7 kcal/mol. Therefore, it’s revealed 

that a strong solid acid (with a DPE of ca. 276 kcal/mol) is the 

most efficient candidate for the BR reaction of cyclohexanone 

oxime. Figure 3b displays the activation barriers of the three 

primary steps as a function of acid strength for the BR 

conversion of small acetoxime. Almost the same trend is 

observable in which the rearrangement step is rate-

 
Scheme 1. The reaction mechanism of the Beckmann 
rearrangement. 

 

 
Figure 3. Dependences of BR activation barriers of 
cyclohexanone oxime (a) and acetoxime (b) on Brønsted 
acid strength (characterized by deprotonation energy).
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determination step in the weak and mediate strong acid 

strength range (273 <DPE< 319 kcal/mol) , while the 1,2-H shift 

step becomes the rate-determination step in the strong acid 

strength range (DPE < 273 kcal/mol). Therefore, a solid acid 

with strong acidity (DPE is ca. 273 kcal/mol), is the most 

efficient catalysts for the BR reaction of acetoxime. These 

calculated results are in well consistent with the experimental 

results of BR reactions over amorphous metal oxides or 

mesoporous zeolites in which the pore confinement effect is 

not so pronounced and the acid strength play a key role in 

determining the BR reactivity. However, for microporous 

zeolites, their unique pore structure at subnano-scale (i.e., 

0.55 nm for ZSM-5 zeolite) usually provides an effectively 

confined environment to stabilize reaction intermediates and 

transition states, which will eventually determine the catalytic 

performance. Therefore, it is highly desirable to investigate the 

BR reaction inside the confined pores of zeolites.  

 

Theoretical investigations of the effect of zeolite confinement 

effect on the catalytic performance of Beckmann rearrangement  

Figure 4 shows the energy profile of the cyclohexanone oxime 

BR reaction over the Al-ZSM-5 zeolite represented by a 72T 

cluster model containing the intersection of 10-membered ring 

straight and zigzag pore channels (the optimized TS structures 

are shown in Figure S8). It can be seen from Figure 4 that the 

activation barriers are 27.0, 16.9 and 21.9 kcal/mol for the 1, 

2-H shift, rearrangement and tautomerization steps 

respectively on the 72T model. For comparison, the 

corresponding values are 15.5, 35.8, and 24.3 kcal/mol 

respectively on the 8T model with a r(Si-H)=1.47 Å. It is 

noteworthy that the 8T model with has a similar acid strength 

to the 72T model (their DPE are 309.6 and 309.4 kcal/mol, 

respectively). Obviously, the activation barrier of rate-

determination step significantly decreases from 35.8 kcal/mol 

(corresponding to the rearrangement step on the isolated acid 

site of 8T model) to 27.0 kcal/mol (the 1, 2-H shift step on the 

confined acid site of 72T model). This demonstrates that the 

confinement effect of ZSM-5 zeolite can considerably reduce 

the activation barrier and eventually enhance the BR catalytic 

reactivity of cyclohexanone oxime, which is in good agreement 

with previous45 and our experimental observation that ZSM-5 

zeolites show much more excellent catalytic performance than 

MCM-41 zeolites with similar heteroatom substitution. 

Furthermore, the BR reaction of cyclohexanone oxime on the 

weaker acidic B-ZSM-5 has been theoretically investigated as 

well. The activation barriers are 23.4, 20.6 and 22.3 kcal/mol 

for the 1, 2-H shift, rearrangement and tautomerization steps 

respectively. Apparently, the relatively lower barrier (23.4 

kca/mol) of rate-determination step of B-ZSM-5 compared 

with that of Al-ZSM-5 (27.0 kca/mol) is indicative of its 

relatively better catalytic performance, which is in good 

agreement with our catalytic experiments (Figure 1).  

Similarly, the BR reaction of small acetoxime in the confined pores 

of ZSM-5 zeolites was also investigated. As shown in Figure 5, the 

 
Figure 4. The transition state structures and energy 
profiles for the cyclohexanone oxime Beckmann 
rearrangement over the confined pores inside Al-ZSM-5 
zeolite. 

 

 
Figure 5. The transition state structures and energy 
profiles for the acetoxime Beckmann rearrangement 
over the confined pores inside Al-ZSM-5 zeolite.

 
 

 
Figure 6. Isosurface plots of reduced density gradient 
(s=0.500 au) for cyclohexanone oxime (a and c) and 
acetoxime (b and d) confined in 8T model and ZSM-5 
zeolite. The isosurfaces of reduced density gradient 
were colored according to the values of the quantity 
sign(λ2)ρ, and the RGB scale was indicated. 
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activation barriers are 22.1 (1, 2-H shift), 32.2 (rearrangement step) 

and 22.1 kcal/mol (tautomerization step) for the BR reaction of 

acetoxime on the 72T cluster model. For comparison, the 

corresponding activation barrier of B-ZSM-5 are 19.8, 40.0 and 26.7 

kcal/mol respectively. The increased activation barrier (by 7.8 

kcal/mol) of rate-determination step confirm that for small 

acetoxime, weak acidic B-ZSM-5 disfavors but strong acidic Al-ZSM-

5 favors the BR reactivity, which is in consistent with our catalytic 

experiments (Figure 1b). It is interesting to note that the pore 

structure of ZSM-5 zeolite exhibits different confinement effects on 

the oximes with different sizes. The estimated dimensions of 

cyclohexanone and acetoximes are 5.8 × 4.1 Å2 and 4.7 × 2.8 Å2 

respectively. Since the dimensional size of the former is comparable 

to the pore size of ZSM-5 (5.3 × 5.6 Å2), the perfect-fit pore 

structure of ZSM-5 might provide a strong confinement effect on 

stabilization of intermdediates or TS species involved in the reaction 

ofcyclohexanone oxime. It’s well known that the visualization of 

isosurfaces of reduced density gradient in real space is an effective 

tool to characterize noncovalent interactions between adsorbate 

and zeolite framework46. Figure 6 displays the isosurface of two 

oximes adsorbed on both isolated 8T and 72T cluster models. On 

the isolated 8T cluster model, the isosurfaces of two oximes are 

similar and exclusively located at the local active sites (Figures 6a 

and 6b). On the 72T cluster model, the larger interaction regions of 

two oximes confined in H-ZSM-5 zeolite (Figures 6c and 6d) have 

evidenced the confinement effect from the zeolite framework. 

Compared to small acetoxime (Figure 6d), the isosurface of 

cyclohexanone oxime (Figure 6c) displays a much larger green 

region, being indicative of a stronger van der Waals (vdW) 

interaction between protonated cyclohexanone oxime and zeolite 

framework. This results in an improvement of the reactant stability 

of 1,2-H shift step, which in return leads to a remarkable increase 

(ca. 11.5 kcal/mol) of the activation energy and makes this step 

becoming the rate-determination step over the 72T cluster model. 

However, for the smaller acetoxime, the pore size of ZSM-5 zeolite 

is too large to provide efficient vdW stabilization (see Fig. 6d) in the 

zeolite pore structure. As a result, its reaction energy profile is 

similar to that on the isolated 8T cluster model, in which the 

rearrangement step is the rate-determination step.  

Compared to ZSM-5 zeolite having a channel diameter of ca. 0.55 

nm, the relatively large pore size (2.6 nm) of mesoporous MCM-41 

could not provide an effective confinement effect on both 

acetoxime and cyclohexanone oxime, and thus the same trend that 

the BR reactivity increases with the increase of acid strength of 

mesoporous zeolites was observed in the catalytic test. This 

behavior is similar to the BR reactivity versus acid strength on the 

isolated acid sites as shown in Figure 3. Thus, besides the acid 

strength, the matching between oxime reactant and zeolite pore 

plays a crucial role in determining the catalytic reactivity. If the 

oxime reactant is well-confined inside the pores of zeolites, weaker 

acid is more favorable to the BR reaction. On the contrary, if the 

confinement effect is not so pronounced, stronger acid is more 

favorable to the BR reaction regardless of 

microporous/mesoporous zeolites or amorphous metal oxide 

catalysts, which is similar to the case of homogeneous catalysis. 

Conclusions 

In combination with catalytic experiments and theoretical 

calculations, the dependence of BR reaction activity on solid acid 

catalysts properties (e.g., acidic strength and pore structure) has 

been revealed. It is demonstrated that the different dependence of 

BR reactivity of different oxime on the acid strength over 

microporous/mesoporous zeolites is originated from the pore 

confinement effect. The confinement effect imposed by the 

microporous zeolite framework has more significant influence on 

the rate-determination step of BR reaction when the oxime 

reactant is well-confined inside the microporous voids, which in 

return controls the catalytic performance.  
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